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ABSTRACT

Although large language models have achieved impressive zero-shot ability, the
huge model size generally incurs high cost. Recently, semi-parametric language
models, which augment a smaller language model with an external retriever, have
demonstrated promising language modeling capabilities. However, it remains un-
clear whether such semi-parametric language models can perform competitively
well as their fully-parametric counterparts on zero-shot generalization to down-
stream tasks. In this work, we introduce Zemi, a zero-shot semi-parametric lan-
guage model. To our best knowledge, this is the first semi-parametric language
model that can demonstrate strong zero-shot performance on a wide range of
held-out unseen tasks. We train Zemi with a novel semi-parametric multitask
prompted training paradigm, which shows significant improvement compared
with the parametric multitask training as proposed by T0 (Sanh et al., 2021).
Specifically, we augment the multitask training and zero-shot evaluation with re-
trieval from a large-scale task-agnostic unlabeled corpus. In order to incorporate
multiple potentially noisy retrieved augmentations, we further propose a novel
augmentation fusion module leveraging perceiver resampler and gated cross-
attention. Notably, our proposed ZemiLARGE outperforms T0-3B by 16% on all
seven evaluation tasks while being 3.9x smaller in model size. 1

1 INTRODUCTION

Achieving strong generalization ability on unseen tasks while maintaining a reasonably small pa-
rameter size is a long-lasting challenge for natural language processing (NLP) models. Although
large language models (Brown et al., 2020; Lieber et al., 2021; Rae et al., 2021; Smith et al., 2022;
Hoffmann et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022; Ouyang et al., 2022; Chowdhery et al., 2022) have shown
impressive zero-shot ability on various NLP tasks, the huge model size generally incurs high cost.
Alternatively, instead of storing everything in the model parameters, recent work on semi-parametric
language models (Grave et al., 2016; Khandelwal et al., 2019; Yogatama et al., 2021; Borgeaud et al.,
2021; Zhong et al., 2022) demonstrated competitive language modeling performance compared
with much larger fully-parametric language models. The intuition is to use a relatively small lan-
guage model as a reasoning module and augment it with a retrieval system based on some external
corpora. Making the model semi-parametric alleviates the need to keep increasing the model size
for aligning with the growing data size. However, it is still unclear whether such semi-parametric
language models can have strong zero-shot ability on unseen tasks as their fully-parametric coun-
terparts such as T0 (Sanh et al., 2021) and FLAN (Wei et al., 2021). Furthermore, improvements in
language modeling metrics such as perplexity may not guarantee better performance on downstream
tasks especially in low-shot settings (Wei et al., 2022). Thus, in this work, we aim to investigate this
unexplored research question, can semi-parametric language models exhibit strong zero-shot gen-
eralization abilities on various types of downstream tasks?

To this end, we introduce Zemi, a semi-parametric language model for zero-shot task generalization.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first semi-parametric language model that shows strong
zero-shot performance on a wide range of downstream tasks. In order to effectively train Zemi, we
propose a novel training paradigm, semi-parametric multitask prompted training (Section 3.1), in-
spired by T0. Specifically, we augment the multitask training and zero-shot evaluation with retrieved

1Code and data are available in the supplementary material.
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plain text documents. In order to cover a wider coverage of unseen tasks, instead of retrieving from
specific corpora for certain tasks, such as exploiting Wikipedia for open-domain question answer-
ing (Lee et al., 2019; Karpukhin et al., 2020; Izacard & Grave, 2020), we retrieve from a large-scale
task-agnostic corpus, C4 (Raffel et al., 2020) (Section 3.2). Notably, C4 is the unlabeled pre-training
corpus of our backbone model (Raffel et al., 2020), which means that we do not require any anno-
tated or curated resources for a specific task. In our preliminary experiments, we find that existing
methods (Izacard & Grave, 2020; Brown et al., 2020) that incorporate textual augmentations cannot
effectively handle the noise inevitably introduced by information retrieval from large-scale corpora.
To address this challenge, we further propose a novel semi-parametric model architecture that can
pay attention to salient information of the retrieved augmentations and selectively ignore the noisy
ones. Particularly, we borrow ideas from recent advancements in vision-language fusion (Alayrac
et al., 2022) and introduce a light-weight augmentation fusion module between the pre-trained text
encoder and decoder (Section 3.3).

Experimental results show that semi-parametric multitask prompted training can effectively improve
zero-shot task generalization ability of our proposed Zemi models (Section 4.2). Comparison with
state-of-the-art methods shows that ZemiLARGE significantly outperforms its fully-parametric coun-
terpart T0-3B by 16% on all seven evaluation tasks while being 3.9x smaller in scale (Section 4.3).

To sum up, the main contributions of this paper are threefold:

• We introduce Zemi, the first semi-parametric language model that demonstrates strong
zero-shot performance on a wide range of unseen downstream tasks.

• We train Zemi with a novel training paradigm, semi-parametric multitask prompted
training, which significantly improves zero-shot task generalization compared with para-
metric multitask training.

• We propose a novel augmentation fusion module to effectively handle multiple potentially
noisy retrieved documents.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 SEMI-PARAMETRIC MODELS

Traditionally, semi-parametric models have been widely applied to specific knowledge-intensive
NLP tasks such as open-domain question answering (Chen et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019; Guu et al.,
2020; Wang et al., 2019; Karpukhin et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2020; Izacard &
Grave, 2020). One representative paradigm is the retriever-reader framework where the retriever first
retrieves top k (e.g., 100) relevant passages from a large corpus, and then the reader either generates
or extracts the answer conditioned on the query and the retrieved passages. One limitation of those
traditional retriever-reader models is that they are designed to solve specific tasks, for example,
retrieving from Wikipedia for answering trivia questions (Joshi et al., 2017). In this work, we retrieve
from a large-scale task-agnostic corpus, C4 (Raffel et al., 2020), which is the unlabeled pre-training
corpus of our backbone model.

Recent advancements in semi-parametric language models (Khandelwal et al., 2019; Yogatama
et al., 2021; Borgeaud et al., 2021; Zhong et al., 2022) focus on improving language modeling
with a relatively small language model and a retrieval system based on a large-scale corpus. Khan-
delwal et al. (2019) and Yogatama et al. (2021) share the idea of extending a pretrained language
model by linearly interpolating it with a k-nearest neighbor model. Borgeaud et al. (2021) pro-
posed to improve language model pretraining with a retrieval-enhanced transformer with chunked
cross-attention layers. Although the aforementioned semi-parametric language models have shown
competitive performance on language modeling compared with fully-parametric counterparts such
as GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020), they are rarely evaluated on unseen downstream tasks, leaving it
unexplored whether semi-parametric language models can perform competitively well on zero-shot
task generalization. While concurrent work (Izacard et al., 2022) showed initial success in few-shot
settings relying on Fusion-in-Decoder (FiD) (Izacard & Grave, 2020) framework, this work focus on
the more challenging zero-shot settings. Furthermore, instead of reusing FiD framework as in Izac-
ard et al. (2022), we show that our newly proposed semi-parametric architecture is more effective
than FiD due to the gated mechanism.
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2.2 MASSIVE MULTITASK PROMPTED TRAINING

Based on the assumption that the reasonable zero-shot ability of large language models may come
from implicit multitask learning during pretraining, recent studies (Sanh et al., 2021; Wei et al.,
2021; Ye et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022c) have demonstrated that explicitly training a language
model on a mixture of diverse tasks can effectively improve its zero-shot performance on unseen
tasks. For example, a multitask fine-tuned 11B T0 model (Sanh et al., 2021) can outperform the
175B GPT-3 on a variety of held-out unseen tasks. Followup work (Wang et al., 2022b) shows that
encoder-decoder model architecture is particularly suitable for multitask finetuning. In this work, we
extend T0’s multitask prompted training to semi-parametric multitask prompted training, where
we further augment the training and evaluation instances with retrieved documents. Notably, our
work is distinguished from previous work ReCross (Lin et al., 2022), which uses upstream training
data for augmentation, in twofold. First, we retrieve documents from a much larger task-agnostic
corpus instead of clean upstream training instances. Second, in addition to directly concatenating
the augmentation with the input just as FiD (Izacard & Grave, 2020), we further propose a novel
augmentation fusion module to handle a larger number of potentially noisy retrieved augmentations.

2.3 FUSION OF RETRIEVED AUGMENTATIONS

In this work, the main challenge in designing the semi-parametric language model architecture is to
attain the ability to handle multiple potentially noisy retrieved documents. Existing methods on in-
corporating external texts fall in two categories, concatenation based (Lin et al., 2022; Brown et al.,
2020; Liu et al., 2021; Lewis et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022a) and cross-attention based (Izacard
& Grave, 2020; Prabhumoye et al., 2021; Borgeaud et al., 2021). Concatenation-based methods
directly concatenate the retrieved texts with the input and use a unified self-attention to incorporate
the augmentations. This method is highly expressive but the number of texts that can be added
is strictly limited to the model’s maximum input length. Cross-attention-based methods can take
into account a larger number of texts, but they still lack an explicit design for preventing the model
from paying attention to the noisy ones. Inspired by recent visual language models Alayrac et al.
(2022); Yu et al. (2022); Li et al. (2022); Jiang et al. (2022), we propose to leverage perceiver resam-
plers (Jaegle et al., 2021) and gated cross-attention layers for incorporating external texts. Although
originally proposed for vision-language fusion in Flamingo (Alayrac et al., 2022), we find that the
idea can be effectively transferred to do augmentation fusion with potentially noisy retrieved docu-
ments. Furthermore, we identify two key differences from Flamingo: first, we use a much smaller
encoder-decoder model that is jointly trained with the newly initialized layers instead of frozen
layers. Second, instead of inserting the gated cross-attention module into a large frozen language
model (Hoffmann et al., 2022), we add only one layer of gated cross-attention on top of the encoder
to alleviate the need for extensive pre-training.

3 METHOD

Figure 1: Overview of the semi-parametric multitask prompted training. Each training and evalua-
tion instance is formatted with unified text-to-text prompt templates (Sanh et al., 2021; Bach et al.,
2022). In this work, we further augment the prompted instances with retrieved passages from a
large-scale task-agnostic corpus, C4 (Sanh et al., 2021). We use a novel semi-parametric language
model to incorporate the retrieved augmentations.
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3.1 SEMI-PARAMETRIC MULTITASK PROMPTED TRAINING

In this section, we introduce the novel training paradigm for Zemi, semi-parametric multitask
prompted training. We follow the overall text-to-text framework proposed by the previous paramet-
ric multitask prompted training (Sanh et al., 2021) where each input-output pair of a certain task is
converted into a prompted text input and a generated text output via human-written templates (Bach
et al., 2022) 2. For Zemi, as illustrated in Figure 1, we further augment the multitask training and
zero-shot evaluation with a retrieval system. Instead of using specific corpora for different tasks,
such as Wikipedia for open-domain question answering (Chen et al., 2017; Karpukhin et al., 2020;
Izacard & Grave, 2020) and textbooks for science question answering (Mihaylov et al., 2018), we
retrieve texts from a large-scale task-agnostic corpus, C4 (Raffel et al., 2020) (Section 3.2). Re-
trieving from a larger corpus brings wider coverage but also more noisy augmentations. To address
this problem we further propose a novel semi-parametric architecture for Zemi that specializes in
handling a variable number of potentially noisy augmentations (Section 3.3). After semi-parametric
multitask prompted training, we perform zero-shot evaluation on seven diverse held-out unseen tasks
(Section 4).

3.2 C4 RETRIEVAL

To build a universal semi-parametric language model that can generalize to various types of NLP
tasks, we retrieve documents from Colossal Clean Crawled Corpus (C4). The C4 corpus (750GB
in size) contains more than 364 million documents. Performing dense retrieval (Karpukhin et al.,
2020) on such a wide-coverage corpus is very expensive. Thus, for efficiency consideration, we
perform document-level indexing and retrieval based on BM25 (Robertson et al., 1995) with Elas-
ticSearch (ElasticSearch) and Huggingface Datasets (Lhoest et al., 2021). Despite its simplicity,
recent work (Wang et al., 2022a) has demonstrated the effectiveness of using BM25 for retrieving
clean training data as augmentations. To further improve the retrieval efficiency, we use 5% of the
entire C4 corpus, which is still 3x larger than the Wikipedia corpus (Foundation), as our retrieval cor-
pus in our experiments. For each query, we truncate the query length at 20 tokens and truncate each
retrieved document at 256 tokens. See details on the query fields for each dataset in Appendix A.4.

3.3 ZEMI MODEL ARCHITECTURE

Finish the following sentence with
the best choice: how do you taste
something?
Choices:
- smell it enough to taste it.
- place it in your mouth to taste.
Answer:

Prompted Input

C4 Retrieval

Tell about a time
when your food
needed more
flavor. What did
you do to ...

we want to taste
something. And
we know that how
many different
tastes are there ...

...

Retrieved Augmentations

T5 Encoder
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Generated Output

Perceiver Resampler
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Figure 2: Zemi model architecture with an example of a prompted input and a generated output from
the Piqa (Bisk et al., 2020) task. The italic text in the prompted input I indicates the prompt template.
A1 and Ak shows two examples of the corresponding retrieved augmentations (documents) from the
C4 corpus. To incorporate the potentially noisy retrieved augmentations, we introduce a light-weight
newly initialized augmentation fusion module that contains two major components, a single layer
perceiver resampler and a single layer gated cross-attention (detailed on the right).

2https://github.com/bigscience-workshop/promptsource.
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One major challenge of retrieving from a large-scale task-agnostic corpus is that the retrieved aug-
mentations (documents) can be noisy and inaccurately ranked. Examples of good and noisy retrieved
documents can be found in Appendix A.1. To address this problem, intuitively, we want the model to
have the following two properties: (1) be able to simultaneously pay attention to multiple retrieved
augmentations instead of only the top-1 result. (2) be able to identify salient information from the
retrieved augmentations and selectively ignore uninformative ones.

To this end, we propose Zemi, a semi-parametric language model capable of selectively incorpo-
rating multiple potentially noisy retrieved augmentations. The main idea is to add a light-weight
Augmentation Fusion module between the encoder and decoder, which contains two major com-
ponents, a perceiver resampler and a gated cross-attention. The perceiver resampler and the gated
cross-attention are adopted from Flamingo (Alayrac et al., 2022), which were originally proposed
for vision-language fusion (detailed discussion can be found in Section 2.3).

Figure 2 shows an illustration of the Zemi model architecture. We consider a prompted text input
I and a few retrieved augmentations A1, A2, ..., Ak. Let lI , liA be the length of the prompted input
and the ith augmentation, d be the hidden dimension of our backbone model. We first independently
encode I and A1, A2, ..., Ak with a shared T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) encoder Enc. We then feed the
latent representation of the augmentations A1,A2, ...,Ak through the perceiver resampler.

I = Enc(I); I ∈ RlI×d (1)

Ai = Enc(Ai), ∀ i ∈ {1, .., k}; Ai ∈ RliA×d (2)

A′
i = PerceiverResampler(Ai,Q), ∀ i ∈ {1, .., k}; A′

i ∈ RlQ×d (3)

As shown on the bottom right of Figure 2, the perceiver resampler (Alayrac et al., 2022) is a variant
of Perceiver IO (Jaegle et al., 2021), where a cross-attention is performed between a variable-length
latent representation of an augmentation Ai and a fixed-length learnable latent query vector Q. Let
lQ be the predefined length of the latent query, which is typically smaller than the original length
of an augmentation liA. Thus, the output of the perceiver resampler is a compressed fixed-length
latent representation of each augmentation. This resampling mechanism not only allows the model
to address longer and a larger number of augmentations but also encourages the model to select
salient information from the original augmentations.

After the resampler, we concatenate the encoded augmentations A′ = [A′
i, ..,A′

k] ∈ Rk×lQ×d and
perform gated cross-attention with the encoded prompted input I. As shown in the top right of
Figure 2, the gated cross-attention module (Alayrac et al., 2022) contains two Tanh gates controlling
the information flow from the cross-attention layer and the feed-forward layer before the addition
with the skip connections, i.e., the original encoded input I. Finally, the hidden states from the gated
cross-attention module H is fed into the T5 decoder Dec to generate the output sequence O.

H = GatedCrossAttn([A′
i, ..,A′

k], I); H ∈ RlI×d (4)
O = Dec(H) (5)

Following Alayrac et al. (2022), we initialize the parameter of the Tanh gate to be 0, allowing the
forward pass of the prompted input through the pre-trained T5 encoder-decoder to be intact at the
beginning of the training process. With the gated mechanism, the model can learn to gate out noisy
augmentations and rely more on the skip connections during semi-parametric multitask training.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 DATASETS

Following Sanh et al. (2021) we partition various types of NLP tasks into two groups, training
tasks and held-out unseen tasks. In this work, we are particularly interested in investigating the
impact of retrieving plain texts from a large corpus for multitask prompted training and zero-shot
task generalization. Thus, when choosing the training and evaluation tasks, we favor knowledge-
intensive tasks over extractive tasks such as extractive question answering (QA) or summarization,
where most knowledge for solving the problem is already self-contained in the input. Furthermore,
we avoid including large datasets, such as DBPedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) (630K instances) and
QQP (Shankar Iyer, 2017) (400K instances), due to limited computational resources for retrieval
and semi-parametric multitask prompted training.
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We use a subset of T0’s (Sanh et al., 2021) training mixture for our semi-parametric multitask
prompted training. Specifically, our training mixture contains eight multiple-choice QA datasets,
including, CommonsenseQA (Rajani et al., 2019), CosmosQA (Huang et al., 2019), DREAM (Sun
et al., 2019), QASC (Khot et al., 2020), QUARTZ (Tafjord et al., 2019), SciQ (Johannes Welbl,
2017), Social IQa (Sap et al., 2019), and WIQA (Tandon et al., 2019). We choose the subset in
multiple-choice QA tasks because they are diverse in domains and overall task formats. Ablation
studies on including more types of tasks can be found in Section 4.4.

For evaluation tasks, we consider seven datasets from five diverse categories following the task tax-
onomy of T0, including, two sentence completion tasks, COPA (Roemmele et al., 2011) and Hel-
laSwag (HSwag) (Zellers et al., 2019), two multiple-choice QA tasks, OpenbookQA (OBQA) (Mi-
haylov et al., 2018) and Piqa (Bisk et al., 2020), one word sense disambiguation task, WiC (Pilehvar
& Camacho-Collados, 2018), one sentiment task, Rotten Tomatoes (RT) (Pang & Lee, 2005), and
one natural language inference task, CB (De Marneffe et al., 2019).

We use PromptSource (Bach et al., 2022) with Huggingface Datasets (Lhoest et al., 2021) to con-
struct prompted inputs for each training and evaluation instance. During training, we randomly
select two templates for each dataset. During evaluation, we follow the exact evaluation procedure
as in T0 (Sanh et al., 2021) and report the mean accuracy across all available templates. All scores
are reported on the validation set of each dataset. The detailed templates used for training and
evaluation can be found in Appendix A.3.

4.2 MULTITASK TRAINING: SEMI-PARAMETRIC V.S. PARAMETRIC

In this section, we show the zero-shot results on the aforementioned seven held-out unseen tasks
with four different multitask training settings. The main baseline we are comparing with is No Aug,
where we perform parametric multitask prompted training without retrieval just as T0 (Sanh et al.,
2021). In order to investigate the best way to incorporate the retrieved documents and to test the
effectiveness of our proposed Zemi architecture, we consider two widely used alternatives to do
fusion of retrieved augmentations, including Concat and FiD.

Concat In Concat, we directly concatenate all retrieved augmentations with the prompted input
text. The concatenated input is then truncated to the maximum acceptable length of 1024 tokens and
fed to our backbone model.

FiD In FiD, we implement the model following Izacard & Grave (2020) where we first indepen-
dently encode each pair of retrieved augmentation and the prompted input text. Then we concatenate
the encoder outputs and feed them to the decoder.

We consider two variants of each model with a different pre-trained backbone, i.e., T5-base and
T5-large (Raffel et al., 2020). Following T0 (Sanh et al., 2021), we use the language modeling
adapted3 checkpoint, which is trained for an additional 100k steps on a language modeling objective.
By default, we use five retrieved passages as augmentations for each instance. For Zemi, unless
otherwise specified, we use one layer of gated cross-attention and one layer of perceiver resampler
with a latent size of 64. A comprehensive ablation study on the impact of different aspects of our
model design such as the Tanh Gate can be found in Section 4.4. All models are trained on the same
training mixture as mentioned in Section 4.1 for ten epochs with a batch size of 32 and a learning
rate of 1e-4. We report results from the checkpoint that achieved the best overall performance across
all tasks. All experiments are done on eight NVIDIA-V100 32GB GPUs.

As shown in Table 1, we report the mean zero-shot accuracy across all templates on the validation
set of each task. We also show the averaged performance across all tasks, i.e., Avg. Since Avg
might be dominated by particularly high or low absolute scores of certain tasks, we further report
the averaged relative gain against the No Aug baselines, i.e., Rel ∆ Avg, which is calculated as:

Rel ∆ Avg =
1

n

n∑
i=1

((acci − acciNoAug)/acc
i
NoAug)

where acci indicates the accuracy of the ith task, and NoAug indicates the No Aug baseline. The
major observations are as follows.

3https://huggingface.co/google/t5-base-lm-adapt.
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Method Tasks Avg Rel ∆ AvgOBQA Piqa RT CB COPA WiC HSwag

No AugBASE 36.64 60.24 64.11 41.46 68.46 49.92 27.97 49.83 0.00

ConcatBASE 35.97 60.18 60.06 32.40 68.65 50.91 28.16 48.05 -3.88
FiDBASE 36.94 59.73 68.38 32.71 68.65 50.86 27.42 49.24 -2.03

ZemiBASE (Ours) 35.55 59.23 68.58 50.05 63.57 49.56 29.68 50.89 +3.04

No AugLARGE 50.50 65.50 82.23 52.40 80.02 50.16 34.12 59.28 0.00

ConcatLARGE 48.81 65.87 74.91 44.64 82.69 50.03 30.46 56.77 -4.88
FiDLARGE 50.99 66.71 67.07 60.71 86.30 50.16 32.91 59.26 +0.65

ZemiLARGE (Ours) 51.49 67.85 84.13 62.14 84.50 50.44 35.79 62.33 +5.36

Table 1: Zero-shot performance on held-out unseen tasks. The scores are the mean accuracy (in %)
averaged over all templates on the validation set of each task. By default, the backbone model for
all methods is T5-base. Subscripts BASE and LARGE indicate using T5-base and T5-large as backbone
model respectively. Detailed descriptions of each task can be found in Section 4.1.

Semi-parametric multitask prompted training improves zero-shot task generalization. We find
that semi-parametric multitask training with our proposed architecture (Zemi) generally outperforms
parametric multitask training (No Aug). Notably, with a larger backbone model, i.e., ZemiLARGE, we
not only observe more consistent improvements on all seven tasks but also a larger overall gain of
+5.36%, as shown in the bottom block of Table 1. This result shows the potential of Zemi to achieve
even better performance by scaling up to a larger pre-trained backbone model. In Appendix A.1, we
further show examples of both good and noisy retrieved documents for each evaluation task.

Zemi is effective on incorporating retrieved augmentations. Comparing the results from differ-
ent model architectures, we find that for both T5-base and T5-large backbones, Concat and FiD
only achieve marginal to none positive gain against No Aug baseline, while Zemi consistently shows
notable gains. The fact that Concat and FiD fail to achieve as good performance as Zemi demon-
strates that the way of doing augmentation fusion has a significant impact on the effectiveness of
the semi-parametric multitask training. In Section 4.4, we show that the gated cross-attention is an
important factor contributing to the effectiveness of the Zemi architecture. Besides, we encounter
out-of-memory problem on NVIDIA-V100 during the evaluation of FiDLARGE

4, however, we can
successfully train ZemiLARGE on NVIDIA-V100 with the same number of augmentations since the
perceiver resampler reduces computational complexity.

4.3 COMPARISON TO STATE-OF-THE-ART

Method # train # param Tasks Avg5 Avg7tasks OBQA Piqa RT CB COPA WiC HSwag

BART0 36 0.4B 34.40 36.10 - 39.64 - 46.70 39.40 39.25 -
ReCross 36 0.4B 39.58 41.42 - 44.79 - 50.58 47.28 44.73 -
T0-3B 36 3B 42.83 59.28 73.55⋆ 45.46 75.88 50.03 27.29 44.98 53.47

T0-11B 36 11B 59.11 72.49 81.80⋆ 70.12 91.50 55.20 33.51 58.09 66.25
GPT-3 - 175B 57.60 81.00⋆ 83.16 46.40 91.00 49.40† 78.90 62.66 69.64

ZemiBASE 8 0.23B 35.55 59.23 68.58 50.05 63.57 49.56 29.68 44.81 50.89
ZemiLARGE 8 0.77B 51.49 67.85 84.13 62.14 84.50 50.44 35.79 53.54 62.33

Table 2: Comparison to state-of-the-art. The scores are mean zero-shot accuracy (in %) across all
templates for each task. Avg7 indicates averaged performance across all seven tasks. Avg5 indicates
averaged performance on five tasks excluding RT and COPA due to unreported baseline results. ⋆

indicates the task is seen during training. † indicates few-shot results with 32 examples.

We compare both the base and large variants of Zemi with current state-of-the-arts, i.e., T0 (Sanh
et al., 2021), BART0 (Lin et al., 2022), ReCross (Lin et al., 2022), and GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020)
on zero-shot task generalization. Table 2 shows the mean zero-shot accuracy across all templates

4We end up with using NVIDIA-A100 40GB for evaluating FiDLARGE.
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for each task. The last two columns of Table 2 show the averaged performance across different sets
of tasks, where Avg7 is averaged across all seven tasks, and Avg5 considers five tasks excluding RT
and COPA due to their unavailable baseline results.

For BART0, ReCross, and GPT-3, we copy the reported scores directly from their original papers.
For the missing score of RT on GPT-3, we run the latest 5 text completion API to get the generated
outputs which is then mapped to the most similar answer choice using SentenceBert (Reimers &
Gurevych, 2019). For T0 models, there are some tasks such as OBQA and Piqa that are not evaluated
in the original paper (Sanh et al., 2021), and some tasks such as CB and WiC are evaluated with
slightly different templates. Thus, for fair comparison, we re-evaluate all seven tasks on T0-3B and
T0-11B using the official implementation and checkpoints6 with the exact same set of templates as
our model. See details on the templates used for each task in Appendix A.3.

We find that ZemiBASE outperforms ReCross on the average of five tasks (Avg5) while being 1.7x
smaller in scale. Notably, ZemiLARGE, significantly outperforms T0-3B on all seven evaluation
tasks (Avg7) by 16% with 3.9x fewer parameters. We also observe that although trained with 4.5x
fewer training tasks (8 v.s. 36), our model effectively achieves state-of-the-art zero-shot perfor-
mance. In Section 4.4, we show that adding more tasks into multitask training does not necessarily
improve the performance. And the training mixture with multiple-choice QA tasks seems to be
highly effective in generalizing to various kinds of unseen tasks.

4.4 ABLATION STUDIES

Ablated Zemi Changed Tasks Avg Rel ∆
setting value value OBQA Piqa RT CB COPA WiC HSwag Avg

No Augmentation (No Aug) 36.64 60.24 64.11 41.46 68.46 49.92 27.97 49.83 0.00
ZemiBASE 35.55 59.23 68.58 50.05 63.57 49.56 29.68 50.89 +3.04

(i) Tanh Gate ✓ ✗ 35.02 57.76 55.79 49.90 71.48 51.59 27.94 49.93 +0.93

(ii) 5

1 35.60 58.92 67.05 47.60 65.23 49.48 30.09 50.57 +2.34
Num of 10 35.32 59.42 62.11 46.30 64.55 51.38 29.36 49.78 +0.83
Augs 20⋆ 34.74 58.67 60.34 46.46 61.62 50.13 28.38 48.62 -1.38

30⋆ 35.10 60.52 58.65 48.19 67.19 50.69 28.51 49.84 +0.81

(iii) Latent 64 32 34.85 58.84 64.29 44.48 67.87 51.20 28.55 50.01 +0.59
size 128 34.74 57.61 63.14 47.81 69.82 50.39 28.13 50.23 +1.11

(iv) Aug 25664 51264 35.32 58.78 58.64 52.50 68.85 50.34 28.82 50.47 +2.37
length 512128 35.38 59.53 69.16 45.42 70.02 49.40 28.71 51.09 +2.39

(v) Training Zemi No Aug+ 37.58 58.44 - 43.33 - 50.68 28.01 - +1.16
mixture Zemi+ 34.46 58.67 - 42.81 - 50.13 29.30 - -0.02

Table 3: Ablation study. Each ablated setting should be compared with the first two rows, i.e.,
the original No Augmentation (No Aug) setting and ZemiBASE. The scores are the mean accuracy
(in %) across all templates for each task. The last column shows the averaged relative gain across
seven tasks against No Aug baseline. The superscripted “⋆” in ablated setting (ii) indicates using the
model variant with a frozen augmentation encoder. The superscripted numbers, i.e., 64, in ablated
setting (iv) indicates the latent size of the perceiver resampler. See descriptions of each setting in
Section 4.4.

In this section, we conduct comprehensive ablation studies on different aspects of our model design.
As shown in Table 3, we consider the following five categories of ablated settings on ZemiBASE:

(i) Tanh Gate, where we replace the gated cross-attention module with vanilla cross-attention in the
ablated version. Specifically, we remove the two Tanh Gates as shown in Figure 2. We find that
removing Tanh Gate hurts the zero-shot performance. Note that the Tanh Gate is also the main
difference between Zemi and FiD (Izacard & Grave, 2020).

5We use the most powerful “text-davinci-002” model.
6https://github.com/bigscience-workshop/t-zero.
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(ii) Number of augmentations, where we ablated on the number of augmentations. Note that for
settings with 20 and 30 augmentations, in order to reduce the computation complexity, we propose
another variant of Zemi with an additional frozen augmentation encoder. Specifically, we separately
encode the augmentations with a frozen pre-trained T5-Encoder instead of sharing the trainable T5-
Encoder with the prompted input. We find that increasing the number of augmentations from single
to multiple improves the performance. However, further increasing the number to 10 starts to hurt
the performance, which indicates that the noise starts to overwhelm the useful signals introduced
by the retrieval. As a result, Zemi achieves the best performance with 5 augmentations. We also
observe that the performance with 30 augmentations outperforms 20 augmentations, we hypothesis
that this is due to inaccurate retrieval ranking that leads to some more informative documents being
ranked lower. We show an example of this case in Figure 10. Nevertheless, the fact that we are able
to achieve positive gain with as many as 30 augmentations shows the robustness of our model to
very noisy augmentations.

(iii) Latent size, where we ablate on the size of the latent query vector in the perceiver resampler.
Note that here the latent size is different from the hidden state size of the backbone model. The
trade-off of the size of the latent query vector is that, a larger latent size preserves more information
from the original augmentation but also includes more noise. A larger latent size can also increase
the computational complexity. We find that our model is relatively robust to the change of the
latent size. We find that Zemi achieves the best performance with a latent size of 64.

(iv) Augmentation length, where we investigate the impact of different ways of constructing aug-
mentations from the retrieved documents. Specifically, we increase the maximum length of each
augmentation from 256 to 512 and fit two retrieved documents into one augmentation. We keep the
number of augmentations the same as default, i.e., 5. We then compare this ablated setting with
the 10 augmentation variant (row 3). We find that with the same set of retrieved documents, aug-
menting the model with longer but fewer augmentations generally outperforms using a larger
number of shorter augmentations.

(v) Training mixture, where we investigate the impact of adding new types of training tasks to the
original training mixture. We dub the models trained with this new training mixture as No Aug+ and
Zemi+, where No Aug means training with no retrieval. Specifically, apart from the eight multiple-
choice QA tasks, we further include four more tasks: one closed-book QA task WikiQA (Yang et al.,
2015), one topic classification task TREC (Li & Roth, 2002), one sentence completion task COPA,
and one sentiment task Rotten Tomatoes (RT). Note that here we follow T0 to move tasks that are
originally in the evaluation split, i.e. COPA and RT, into the training split in this ablated setting. We
find that adding new types of tasks does not necessarily increase the performance. Although trained
with only 8 tasks (v.s. 36 tasks) we are able to achieve state-of-the-art performance (Section 4.3),
which shows that the multiple-choice QA mixture is highly effective for generalizing to a wide
range of held-out unseen tasks.

5 CONCLUSIONS & LIMITATIONS

Conclusion. In this work, for the first time, we show that we can effectively train a semi-parametric
language model with semi-parametric multitask prompted training to achieve strong zero-shot
performance on a wide range of downstream tasks. We augment the model with retrieval from a
large-scale task-agnostic corpus, C4, which is the unlabeled pre-training corpus of our backbone
model. In order to incorporate multiple potentially noisy retrieved augmentations, we further
propose a novel model architecture leveraging perceiver resampler and gated cross-attention. We
show that our proposed models with fewer parameters, ZemiBASE and ZemiLARGE, significantly
improve zero-shot task generalization compared with current state-of-the-art models.

Limitation. In Section 4.3, we show that our training mixture with multiple-choice QA tasks,
although small, is highly effective for multitask training. However, it is still unclear why multiple-
choice QA tasks are particularly effective. Future work includes investigating why certain mixtures
are more effective than others. Computation overhead is another noticeable limitation of semi-
parametric models which is discussed in more details in Appendix A.2. Moreover, although we
show that Zemi can successfully handle noisy retrieved augmentations, the noise in retrieval can still
potentially hurt the effectiveness of semi-parametric multitask training. Future work includes devel-
oping efficient and accurate retrieval methods for retrieving from large-scale task-agnostic corpus,
such as C4.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE RETRIEVED DOCUMENTS

Here we visualize one good and one noisy example of the retrieved documents for each evaluation
task. A full list of examples for each training and evaluation task can be found in the supplementary
material under the “visualization” folder. As shown in Figure 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 7, and 9, the retrieved
augmentations can contain highly correlated information that can be directly helpful for solving
a certain task, however, they can also be very noisy. As mentioned in Section 3.2, the retrieved
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documents can also be inaccurately ranked, for example in Figure 10, we show that the 21th ranked
retrieval result can contain more correlated information than the top ranked ones. Furthermore, as
shown in the noisy example of Figure 6, for some tasks such as sentiment analysis, even though
the retrieved document is highly correlated with the input text, i.e., with a high BM25 score, the
content can steer the prediction into a wrong direction. These observations motivate us to propose
the augmentation fusion module with a gated mechanism.

A.2 COMPUTATION OVERHEAD

There are two main computation overhead compared with the fully-parametric counterpart, i.e., the
No Aug baseline. First, retrieving from a large-scale corpus can be time-consuming. As mentioned in
Section 3.2, we apply document-level retrieval with BM25 and truncation on the query to reduce the
retrieval time. We also perform the retrieval offline to avoid repeated time commitment. As a result,
indexing 5% of the C4 corpus takes 1.03 hours. Offline retrieval for the entire training and evaluation
mixture takes 10.98 hours, which is approximately 0.28 seconds per instance. Furthermore, we
measure the computation overhead on inference which is caused by the additional retrieved inputs as
well as a small amount of newly introduced parameters (+4.6%). The average computation overhead
across all evaluation datasets during inference is around 4.36x compared with the No Aug baseline.

A.3 FULL LIST OF TASKS AND TEMPLATES

Following T0 (Sanh et al., 2021), we use tasks from Hugginface Datasets (Lhoest et al., 2021)
and templates from PromptSource (Bach et al., 2022) marked as “original task” and with
“choices in prompt”. Specifically, for tasks in the training mixture, we randomly sample two tem-
plates per task for semi-parametric multitask prompted training. For tasks in the held-out evaluation
mixture, we use all available templates. Table 4, and 5 shows the full list of templates we used for
each task during multitask training and zero-shot evaluation.

Mixture Task Template Name

Semi-T0 Training

cos e/v1.11 question option description text
description question option id

cosmos qa context description question answer id
description context question answer text

dream baseline
read the following conversation and answer the question

qasc qa with separated facts 1
qa with separated facts 4

quartz answer question below
read passage below choose

sciq Multiple Choice
Multiple Choice Question First

social i qa Show choices and generate answer
Show choices and generate index

wiqa effect with string answer
effect with label answer

Semi-T0+ Training

wiki qa Decide good answer
found on google

trec what category best describe
trec1

super glue/copa more likely
best option

rotten tomatoes Sentiment with choices
Reviewer Opinion bad good choices

Table 4: PromptSource template names used for each task (Part1).
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Mixture Task Template Name

Semi-T0 Evaluation

openbookqa/main choose an answer with options
which correct
pick using id

choices
only options

which correct inverse
pick answer with options

piqa what is the correct ending
pick correct choice with choice given before goal

pick correct choice index
finish sentence with correct choice
choose the most appropriate solution

rotten tomatoes Reviewer Opinion bad good choices
Sentiment with choices

super glue/cb can we infer
based on the previous passage
claim true/false/inconclusive

does it follow that
justified in saying

always/sometimes/never
GPT-3 style

consider always/sometimes/never
guaranteed true

must be true
guaranteed/possible/impossible

does this imply
MNLI crowdsource

should assume
take the following as truth

super glue/copa exercise
. . . What could happen next, C1 or C2?

i am hesitating
plausible alternatives

C1 or C2? premise, so/because. . .
. . . As a result, C1 or C2?

best option
. . . which may be caused by

more likely
cause effect

. . . why? C1 or C2
choose

super glue/wic question-context-meaning-with-label
grammar homework

affirmation true or false
same sense

GPT-3-prompt-with-label
polysemous

hellaswag complete first then
Randomized prompts template

Predict ending with hint
if begins how continues

Table 5: PromptSource template names used for each task (Part2).

A.4 RETRIEVAL QUERY KEY FOR EACH TASK

In order to retrieve most relevant documents for each instance, we specify a certain field for each
dataset which will be served as the query to the retrieval system. For example, for most multiple-
choice QA tasks, we use the “question” string as our query. Table 6 shows a full list of field names
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Task Query Key

cos e/v1.11 question
cosmos qa question

dream question
qasc question

quartz question
sciq question

social i qa context
wiqa question stem

openbookqa/main question stem
piqa goal

rotten tomatoes text
super glue/cb hypothesis

super glue/copa premise
super glue/wic sentence1

hellaswag ctx
wiki qa question

trec text

Table 6: Retrieval query key used for each task.

we use as retrieval query keys for each dataset. Note that the field name shown in the table is what
appears to be in the corresponding Huggingface Dataset (Lhoest et al., 2021).
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Good Retrieval Example

======= Instance Index 6063 =========
Input Text: If a description of a situation begins like this: [header]
How to set macgo mac blu ray player as default player [title]
Download mac blu-ray menu player and install it at once. [step]
There will be watermark on your screen if you play blu-ray with the
trial version. Only 39.95 dollars for the full version of mac blu-ray
menu player for now, please buy mac blu-ray player with
discount.... Then how
does it continue? 

Ending 1: [title] Click " check file associations " under " tools ". [title]
Click and macgo mac blu-ray player will be your default player.

Ending 2: [title] Choose your video size and port size from the
dropdown menu at the top of mac blu-ray menu. [step] Once you
have downloaded the blu-ray menu player and installed it, you have
to choose your video size and port size.

Ending 3: [title] Run the make app and then the itunes installer.
[title] Determine the output type for each file in your mac blu-ray
player.

Ending 4: [title] Uncheck the sidebar at the bottom of " applications
". [step] These are the files that are currently currently on your mac
blu-ray player.

Target Text: Ending 1

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 136.6041
Retrieved Text: Macgo Mac Blu-ray Player has added itself Auto
Play function, which means when you insert a disc into your Blu-ray
drive, the player will automatically start and play. In order to make
this whole process smoother, you'd better set Mac Blu-ray Player
as default player on your Mac. Now I'll tell you how to do it.
After installing Mac Blu-ray Player, you can go to "Launchpad" and
click on its icon to launch the program. The simplified main
interface will reduce certain misoperations. You can see a menu at
the top of the interface. Click "Check File Associations" under
"Tools".
Then it will come up with a pop up window. You can choose some
media formats which you want to play with Macgo Blu-ray player,
then click "Make Mac Blu-ray player my default player".
Click "OK" to continue. Then Macgo Mac Blu-ray Player will be your
default player.
After you set Macgo Mac Blu-ray Player as your default player, you
also need to enable Auto Play function to freely enjoy Blu-ray this
player.
Open "Preferences" under "Mac Blu-ray Player".Open "Playback"
and tick under "Auto play when you insert a disc", and then click
"OK".
Insert a Blu-ray disc into the drive and wait for the program
automatically start and display the Blu-ray Menu. You can make
some adjustments there or directly click "Play Movie" to enjoy some
Blu-ray time.

======= Instance Index 122 =========
Input Text: If a description of a situation begins like this: A group
of people are in a house. a man... Then how
does it continue? 

Ending 1: is holding cored soap in his hand as he washes with a
bottle.

Ending 2: is mopping the floor with a mop.

Ending 3: is shown wearing skis as he talks about areas he will
like to ski on.

Ending 4: uses a paintball gun on his child.

Target Text: Ending 2

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 17.592176
Retrieved Text: #52704883 - Red lanterns, oriental charm, the
Spring Festival atmosphere.
#35618548 - Silhouette of a man Happy successful raising arms
to the sky..
#93113276 - Backlighting portrait of a joyful mother raising her
baby outdoors..
#108745447 - Backlighting portrait of a joyful mother raising her
baby outdoors..
#37541508 - Group of cheerleaders performing outdoors -
Concept of cheerleading..
#108747918 - Back view of young backlit man looking into the
distance on illuminated..
#38536931 - Working man walking near airplane wing at the
terminal gate of..
#73301104 - Group of urban friends walking in city skate park with
backlighting..
#76682984 - People silhouettes putting puzzle pieces together on
city background..
#77013901 - People silhouettes putting puzzle pieces together on
abstract..
#104666805 - Stylish light gray kitchen interior with modern
cabinets with..
#108748125 - Back view of young backlit man looking into the
distance on illuminated..
#86815910 - Best friends taking selfie outdoors with backlighting -
Happy..
#86815909 - Best friends taking selfie outdoors with backlighting -
Happy..
#117963685 - Back view backlighting silhouette of a man alone on
a swing looking..
#86815911 - Best friends taking selfie outdoors with backlighting -
Happy..
#118172724 - Back view backlighting silhouette of a man sitting
on swing alone..
#96363446...

Noisy Retrieval Example

Figure 3: Example of retrieved documents on HellaSwag.
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Good Retrieval Example

======= Instance Index 408 =========
Input Text: Some plants are easy for hummingbirds to sip nectar
from. While the hummingbirds are taking nectar, the plants also
gain something, which is

Which is the correct answer?
- bird friends
- more nectar
- extra food
- a pollinator

Target Text: a pollinator

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 84.50231
Retrieved Text: Attracting butterflies and hummingbirds to your
garden is as easy as planting the flowers they like. Plant enough of
their favorites so that they can find them easily and return often.
But hummingbirds and butterflies need more than just nectar, like
water and shelter. One very important thing to remember about
attracting hummingbirds, butterflies or anything that is going to be
tasting the plants in your garden is to avoid using pesticides. Here
are more tips for what to plant to attract butterflies and
hummingbirds and how to keep them happy, healthy and returning
to your yard.
If you have enough nectar-rich plants in your gardens, butterflies
will find it. But to attract and keep butterflies in your garden, you
have to be willing to feed their offspring. That means putting up with
some destruction from feeding caterpillars, such as black
swallowtail caterpillars feasting on your dill and parsley and maybe
even planting some weedy milkweed, to attract monarch.
If you can deal with this, then you can make butterflies at home in
your garden with puddles for drinking and cooling off, logs for
shelter, host plants for laying eggs and, of course, flowers for
nectar.
Once you have a hospitable environment for butterflies, keep them
coming back by providing their favorite plants. Butterflies are partial
to flowers with flat umbels, where they can stop and warm their
wings as well as grab a snack on the fly. Bright colors will catch
their eye in flight, so consider planting your butterfly plants in
swaths larger enough for them to

======= Instance Index 361 =========
Input Text: A scale can

Which is the correct answer?
- give an estimate of a dog's age
- measure how long a dog is
- let you know if the dog needs to lose a few pounds
- make an educated guess about a dog's breed

Target Text: let you know if the dog needs to lose a few pounds

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 9.894971
Retrieved Text: What is the abbreviation for Vertical Scale
Measurement?
A: What does Y-SCALE stand for?
Y-SCALE stands for "Vertical Scale Measurement".
A: How to abbreviate "Vertical Scale Measurement"?
"Vertical Scale Measurement" can be abbreviated as Y-SCALE.
A: What is the meaning of Y-SCALE abbreviation?
The meaning of Y-SCALE abbreviation is "Vertical Scale
Measurement".
A: What is Y-SCALE abbreviation?
One of the definitions of Y-SCALE is "Vertical Scale
Measurement".
A: What does Y-SCALE mean?
Y-SCALE as abbreviation means "Vertical Scale Measurement".
A: What is shorthand of Vertical Scale Measurement?
The most common shorthand of "Vertical Scale Measurement" is
Y-SCALE.
You can also look at abbreviations and acronyms with word Y-
SCALE in term.

Noisy Retrieval Example

Figure 4: Example of retrieved documents on OpenbookQA.
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Good Retrieval Example

======= Instance Index 653 =========
Input Text: Sentence: To make a graham cracker crust, to turn
graham crackers to crumbs, you can

Choice 1: Run the graham crackers through a food processor

Choice 2: Run the graham crackers through a cheese grater

What is the index of the correct choice for ending for the sentence?

Answer:

Target Text: 1

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 82.00445
Retrieved Text: A graham cracker crust recipe for baked pies and
no bake pies! We could also title this post The Anatomy of a
Graham Cracker Crust. In other words, we’re making our own
graham cracker crust from scratch today and it’ll be the best
graham cracker crust you’ve ever had!
You can use it for no-bake pies or you can bake it first. That’s a
summer #win if you ask me!
Graham cracker crust is one of my favorite pie crusts. I don’t think I
can choose an absolute favorite, because I love all of them too
much. But a good graham cracker crust is a must have in your
baking arsenal. So many pies can be made to pair with the graham
cracker flavor because it’s so versatile. You can fill it with creamy
s’mores chocolate pudding or even an easy blueberry-lemon
dessert filling.
I think everyone needs a from-scratch graham cracker crust recipe
in their arsenal. What if you want a pie right now and can’t get to
the store? And, let’s face it. As good as those store-bought crusts
are, they sorta taste like the aluminum foil pie tin, right? Or is it just
me?
So today, I’m showing you my favorite from-scratch homemade
graham cracker pie crust recipe. And this is even more perfect
because you can use it for recipes that call for baking the crust OR
you can use it no-bake.
Because when it’s 106° like it has been this week in Sacramento,
the last thing you want to do is turn on your oven. A

======= Instance Index 1111 =========
Input Text: Sentence: water

Choice 1: can drown a man 

Choice 2: can drown a fish 

What is the index of the correct choice for ending for the
sentence?

Answer:

Target Text: 1

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 5.867839
Retrieved Text: best water pitcher filter lead water filter pitcher
water filter lead best water filter for lead removal core pitcher lead
reduction water pitcher filter 3 pk water filter aquagear water filter
pitche.
best water pitcher filter water pitchers that remove lead water filter
pitcher that removes fluoride fluoride water filter pitcher plus water
pitchers water pitcher filter fluoride.
best water pitcher filter water filter pitcher water pitcher best water
filter pitchers marina water filter pitcher zero water pur water filter
pitcher target.
best water pitcher filter water filtration pitcher reviews water
filtration pitchers comparison carafe water filters target water filter
pitcher reviews.
best water pitcher filter water filter pitcher reviews best water
pitcher filter best water filter pitchers water filter pitcher water filter
pitcher reviews consumer reports.
best water pitcher filter our three picks for best water filter pitcher
water pitcher filter cartridge.
best water pitcher filter the best water filter pitcher water filter
pitchers best water pitchers best water filter pitchers best water
filtration pitcher zero water pitcher filter replacement instruc.
best water pitcher filter filter pitcher target best water pitchers
does zero water pitcher filter fluoride.
best water pitcher filter water filter best water pitcher filter water 
...

Noisy Retrieval Example

Figure 5: Example of retrieved documents on Piqa.
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Good Retrieval Example

======= Instance Index 575 =========
Input Text: every joke is repeated at least four times . every joke is
repeated at least four times . every joke is repeated at least--
annoying , isn't it ? Did the reviewer find this movie good or bad?

Target Text: bad

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 2
Score: 52.421543
Retrieved Text: Just very poor riddles in bad English and repeated
10 times each!
Several misspelled words (pretty unprofessional for a published
"app book"). Also, some of the riddles are a bit morbid & makes me
wonder what's going on in the mind of the one who came up with
them..?! Not very challenging or logical for my taste.
This book has SOME useful riddles, but most of them repeat and
don't make sense. Almost every riddle is misspelled and poorly
written. Don't read this, find another book because this obviously
looked like a 5th grader typed it from a cellphone.
Why did you put multiple of the exact same joke like a million
times?!
The title says "8000+ riddles" but it doesn't say that all the riddles
were DIFFERENT. It repeats the same riddles for pages after
pages. Also, some riddles don't even make sense! And so much
misspelling! Please update this and correct some misspelling and
include more riddles so I'll rate 4 stars.

======= Instance Index 703 =========
Input Text: paul bettany is good at being the ultra-violent
gangster wannabe , but the movie is certainly not number 1 . Did
the reviewer find this movie good or bad?

Target Text: bad

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 58.04047
Retrieved Text: If you like retro crime movies this is a good one,
its ultra-violence and unrelentingly crude language not
withstanding. Much of the credit goes to Paul McGuigan’s stylish
direction which is so good that it makes you wonder why there are
so many pedestrian films made. A good of credit should also go to
Johnny Ferguson’s amped-up screenplay and the fine
performances by the three leads, Malcolm McDowell, David
Thewlis and Paul Bettany. Although McDowell gets top billing this
is really Paul Bettany’s film whilst David Thewlis gives a solid and
unusually restrained performance that counterbalances the
familiarly thuggish ambiance.
The film opens potently with a Reservoir Dogs-like round table
discussion amongst a troupe of aging East End crims recalling
past times. The subject of Freddy Mays (Thewlis) comes up and
this sets Malcolm McDowell’s character referred to in the credits
as Gangster 55 to recalling his rise in Mays’ Kray-era gang. We
then go into flash back and follow his story with Paul Bettany
playing the McDowell character. Quite a few people will have
difficultly accepting the casting of the handsome and refined
looking Bettany playing a hard man, let alone McDowell's younger
self, but he burns with the icily ambitious and sociopathic energy
that the character requires. Set in the mid-60s, the production
design is a treat, McGuigan’s direction dynamic and the use of
incidental music excellent.
The last act returns us to the starting point and now we
understand why the name of Freddie Mays has derailed Gangster
55. The film looses some of its

Noisy Retrieval Example

Figure 6: Example of retrieved documents on Rotten Tomatoes.
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Good Retrieval Example

======= Instance Index 10 =========
Input Text: The bowling ball knocked over the bowling pins. 

What's the best option?
- The man rolled the bowling ball down the alley.
- The man dropped the bowling ball on his foot.

We are looking for  a cause

Target Text: The man rolled the bowling ball down the alley.

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 54.388268
Retrieved Text: There are different types Chesterfield Bowling
Clubs in Derbyshire.
Ten pin bowling is the most fashionable form of bowling. In ten pin
bowling, matches consist of each player bowling a game. Each
game is divided into ten frames. A frame allows a bowler 2 chances
to bang down all 10 pins. The number of pins knocked over in each
frame is recorded, a running total is made beneath the specific
frame score as each frame goes on, and the player with the highest
score in his/her game wins the match. Scores can be greater than
the actual number of pins knocked over if strikes or spares are
bowled. A strike is scored when a player knocks down all pins on
the first roll in the frame. Rather than a score of just 10 for the
frame, the player's score will be 10 plus the total pins knocked
down on the next two rolls in the next frame(s). A spare is scored
when all pins are knocked down using the second roll in the frame.
The player's score for that frame will be 10 plus the number of pins
knocked down on the first roll in the next frame. A player who rolls
a spare or strike in the last frame is given one (if it was a spare in
the previous frame) or two more rolls (if it was a strike in the
previous frame) to score additional points.
As standard in most sports there are colloquialisms for various
occurences in a game. Two consecutive strikes is acknowledged

======= Instance Index 2 =========
Input Text: The woman retired. 

What's the best option?
- She received her pension.
- She paid off her mortgage.

We are looking for  an effect

Target Text: She received her pension.

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 15.455591
Retrieved Text: What a fun and unique Valentine’s gift!!!
Categories: Retirement, Woman, Man, Book.
Categories: Funny Gift, Retirement, Woman, Man, Book.
Our Name is Mud “Retired” Cuppa Doodle Porcelain Mug, 16 oz.
Categories: Funny Gift, Retirement, Woman, Decorative Items.
Our Name is Mud “Retirement Plan” Stoneware Mug, 16 oz.

Noisy Retrieval Example

Figure 7: Example of retrieved documents on COPA.
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Good Retrieval Example

======= Instance Index 8 =========
Input Text: Given that A: And I haven't quite figured that out, if they
figure they have got it won or if there's no real hurry because the
first three quarters or, uh, uh, if something happens that that
adrenalin starts flowing. They say, hey, we got to do something
now. And then start playing the game the way the game should be
played toward the last few minutes. B: Yeah. A: So, I don't know I'm
looking for a good year. I guess we're always looking for a good
year. B: So, obviously though, do you think they're going to do
anything in the playoffs to make it to the Super Bowl this year
Therefore, it must be true that "they're going to do anything in the
playoffs to make it to the Super Bowl this year"? Yes, no, or
maybe?

Target Text: Maybe

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 41.988216
Retrieved Text: Two-time super bowl champion and CNN Sport
contributor Hines Ward shares his Week 9 takeaways with CNN's
Jill Martin.
We're at the halfway point, and you start to see teams separate the
contenders from the pretenders. You really see what teams are
made of. This is a crucial month for a lot of teams in the NFL.
Let's start with the NFC South, where the Panthers and Saints
need our attention.
The Carolina Panthers -- I don't think anyone expected them to
have the year that they're having.
Cam Newton is looking like he's back to his MVP form, from back in
2015. What they're doing with running back Christian McCaffrey I
just think is amazing. It's showing his versatility both running and
catching the ball.
They're only one game behind the New Orleans Saints, and they
have key matchups at the end of the year. In the last three weeks
of the season, they play each other twice. Right now, it looks like it
should be for the division.
Meanwhile, the Saints just knocked off the Rams. What, if anything
does that performance show you?
Well, it's a tough place to play. I think, right now, it's really a two-
team race to try to get that home field advantage for the playoffs.
I've played in New Orleans. I've been there. I know what their fans
are like. It's one of the toughest places to play. It's loud. They get
rowdy, and they love their Saints.
Definitely having Drew Brees playing at home in the playoffs helps
the Saints' chances of making it to the

======= Instance Index 7 =========
Input Text: Given that It grew bigger with incredible speed, she
was whizzing towards it. She must slow down or she 'd miss it.
She took her foot off the accelerator and put it on the brake and
as the car slowed she could see now that it was a child a toddler
with a red woolly hat on. Therefore, it must be true that "it was a
child"? Yes, no, or maybe?

Target Text: Yes

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 10.499066
Retrieved Text: The Plan Has Been Executed – My Grace Is..
This is my love letter to you son. Forever you will remain a child
dear to me my daughter. I know you have read and heard that I
have a plan to prosper you, to give you a hope and a future.
Child oh my child, yes I had a plan for you back then, back, back
then. It was all true. But here is a thing today for you grab hold of
my child. To master and rejoice in. The plan has been executed.
The plan is sealed and delivered. My child, yes I had a plan for
you, a plan for you to live a happy life. To live a joyous life. My
plan was great for you my child. My plan was great for you my
precious child.
Like every other parent, I had a plan for you my child. The plan
was drawn down. Well designed, well traced and well set out. Just
like a cartoonist would first draw before he brings the characters
he has drawn to motion, I too, did that. I too my son had a plan in
mind for you. I could not put you on earth and not have a plan at
all. I did it and set it up my child. Worry not my son, the plan is
executed. For long you heard the words that I had a plan for you,
my precious child, please know this, the plan has been executed.
The plan has come to life.
My plan

Noisy Retrieval Example

Figure 8: Example of retrieved documents on CB.
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Good Retrieval Example

======= Instance Index 517 =========
Input Text: The word "knuckleball" has multiple meanings. Does it
have the same meaning in sentences 1 and 2? Yes or no?

Sentence 1: Even the pitcher doesn't know where his knuckleball is
going.
Sentence 2: Boston Red Sox pitcher Tim Wakefield is best known
for his use of the knuckleball.

Target Text: Yes

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 70.62252
Retrieved Text: Tonight at approximately 5PM, Tim Wakefield will
announce his retirement from baseball at the age of 45. "Wake" will
finish his 19 year career with 200 wins, a feat he reached this past
September.
His career accomplishments also include 2 World Series rings, an
All-Star berth in 2009, 1995 AL Comeback Player of the Year, and
2010 Roberto Clemente Award winner, an honor he was nominated
for eight times.
To Sox fans however, the knuckleballer will be remembered for
being a world class team player who's sacrifices as a pitcher and
an athlete in general are unparalleled. He was constantly asked to
change his roles from front line starter, to middle reliever, and even
a successful stint as a closer. This was something that most fans
thought was easy since his style allowed it, but Tim has come
forward recently as saying it was extremely difficult and
uncomfortable.
In my mind, all you need to know about Wake happened in 2007.
After finishing as one of the more reliable starters for Boston with a
17-12 record that season, he volunteered his roster spot in the
World Series for a healthier rookie, Jon Lester, who won the
clinching game against the Rockies. Name the players who have
done that in the history of professional sports and you will
undoubtedly come up with a very short list.
After being drafted as a first baseman by the Pirates in 1988, a
scout told Wake that he would never make it above the AA level as
a position player. Doing "anything he could to

======= Instance Index 406 =========
Input Text: The word "state" has multiple meanings. Does it have
the same meaning in sentences 1 and 2? Yes or no?

Sentence 1: State your name.
Sentence 2: State your opinion.

Target Text: Yes

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 0
Score: 13.911013
Retrieved Text: The Washington attorney general issues formal
published opinions in response to requests by the heads of state
agencies, state legislators, and county prosecuting attorneys.
When it appears that individuals outside the attorney general's
office have information or expertise that will assist in the
preparation of a particular opinion, a summary of that opinion
request will be published in the state register. If you are interested
in commenting on a request listed in this volume of the register,
you should notify the attorney general's office of your interest by
January 22, 2014. This is not the due date by which comments
must be received. However, if you do not notify the attorney
general's office of your interest in commenting on an opinion
request by this date, the opinion may be issued before your
comments have been received. You may notify the attorney
general's office of your intention to comment by writing to the
Office of the Attorney General, Solicitor General Division,
Attention Jeffrey T. Even, Deputy Solicitor General, P.O. Box
40100, Olympia, WA 98504-0100, or by e-mail
jeff.even@atg.wa.gov. When you notify the office of your intention
to comment, you may be provided with a copy of the opinion
request in which you are interested; information about the
attorney general's opinion process; information on how to submit
your comments; and a due date by which your comments must be
received to ensure that they are fully considered.
1. Is an individual who has been convicted of aggravated assault,
or other serious offenses, in a foreign country prohibited from
possessing

Noisy Retrieval Example

Figure 9: Example of retrieved documents on WiC.
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======= Instance Index 0 =========
Input Text: Sentence: How do I ready a guinea pig cage for it's new occupants?

Choice 1: Provide the guinea pig with a cage full of a few inches of bedding made of ripped paper strips, you will also need to supply it with
a water bottle and a food dish.

Choice 2: Provide the guinea pig with a cage full of a few inches of bedding made of ripped jeans material, you will also need to supply it
with a water bottle and a food dish.

What is the index of the correct choice for ending for the sentence?

Answer:

Target Text: 1

#### Retrieved Documents ####
Rank: 1 
Score: 46.520477
Retrieved Text: how do I find neat names?
How to go about finding a vet?
guinea pig dali apparently on mend, again?
hamster cage Hammock pattern. . .
hamster cage Secure your cage doors!
ear infection, ear infections, inner ear infection degu sick am having rant!!!!
Do males hump each other?...
...
########
Rank: 10
Score: 41.217316
Retrieved Text: Contact Alittlebitiffy Animal Sanctuary at Alittlebitiffy Animal Rescue to express your interest.
Another successful adoption - amazing work Alittlebitiffy Animal Rescue!
More successful adoptions - amazing work Alittlebitiffy Animal Rescue! ...
...
########
Rank: 21
Score: 39.48997
Retrieved Text: Keeping your little furry friend healthy and happy should be a priority for any owner and, along with providing the right food
for guinea pigs, finding an appropriate cage for them should be at the top of your priority list. Although, as you can see in this post here,
there are numerous options on the market when it comes to commercially available guinea pig cages, some owners have opted towards a
more do-it-yourself approach.
Many guinea pig parents complain that the regular pet store-sized cages are nothing but ‘glorified litter boxes’ and therefore are looking to
improve the well-being of their cavies by making them a healthy and large-enough living enclosure, rather than buying one.
If you are one of those owners, this article will guide you through what you need to know before you start making a DIY cage for your
guinea pig and what options you have when it comes to materials, design and features....

Example of Inaccurate Ranking

Figure 10: Example of the inaccurate ranking of the retrieval. Here we show the ranked retrieved
documents for instance 0 in Piqa. We can see that the 21th ranked document is more correlated than
many of the higher ranked ones, such as rank 1 and rank 10.
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